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Abstract

This dissertation is a grave discussion of Ichhuk’s poetry in feminist concerns.

Usually, in his image of governance and subordination, we can find the awareness of setting

free on the subservient group of the people in general and women in particular. Through the

poetic creation, Ichhuk put across the revolutionary voice, just to liberate the oppressed class

of women’s condition imposed by many social traditional norms and values. These are in

terms of affairs of state, customs, religious conviction, etc.

Here, Ichhuk strongly appeals to all the people for the sturdy association against

domineering cultures of gender prejudice. The female’s issues are properly discussed as

familial insult in shocked discriminatory activities of Nepalese social and cultural historicity.

Along with the beneficial consciousness of all subservient groups of people, Ichhuk’s poetry

represents women with the awareness of setting them free that justifies his solemn concern on

women issues.  Moreover, this research stresses gender equality from Marxist perspective.

And to present convincingly, the true emancipation of women, this dissertation operates the

feminist issues of Ichhuk’s poetry.
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